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Student of the week
CLASS
STUDENT
Thrive
Kyle Naughton
Honour
Sean Pallard
Pride
Ellis Williams
Liberty
Summer Ventry
Honour
James Evans
Acorns
Liam Murphy
Acorns
Lucas Felguiras
IT
Lewis O’Keefe
DT
Reece Walker
Hope
Evie Holmes
Inspiration
Lillie Preston
Good news stories
CLASS
MPA

PRIMARY

Therapy dept
Therapy dept

Acorns

Ks4 English

Hope

KS4 Maths
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SUBJECT
Primary
PD
BTEC Construction
English
English
PD
Numeracy
Computing
Food
Primary
Art

STORY/EVENT
Just before we broke up for October half term, a member of
MPA behaved in a very heroic manner. As he was walking
to school, our student saw a member of the public slip and
fall. The man was nearly knocked unconscious so the MPA
student used his first aid training to put him into the recovery
position. The MPA student then ran to school, where Mr
Roberts was able to offer additional support and rang for an
ambulance. The MPA student remained calm at all times,
and really helped in a potentially very serious incident.
Meadow Park JLT primary elections are taking place this
week. Thank you to all our candidates the results will be
revealed at the end of the week. Good Luck!!
Two year 9 young ladies made lip gloss and kindly gave
them to both their Mums and form teachers.
A young man in Y10 thought I needed socially distanced
sound therapy. He used tuning forks and tibeten singing
bowl around me, then greeted me with Namasta peace.
He said that I give treatments and he thought it would be
nice for me to relax too.
A fantastic first week back for Acorns class! There’s been
lots of lovely learning and welcomed two new students...
Bobby and Dylan.
Before half term a number of ks4 students sat mock papers
for functional skills. All students conducted themselves in a
mature way and achieved a pass. Well done!
Hope have created a lovely learning environment for our
first week back and showed excellent social skills and
teamwork.
Reece Walker great independent learning over the half
term.
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STAFF MEMBER
L. R-H
J Walsh
P Jones
J Sankey
R. Millsip
A Hudson
A Hudson
M Dunn
J Worsley
H Griffiths
B.Carter

STAFF MEMBER
P Devlin

L Wilton

A Cortman
A Cortman

A Hudson

R Millsip

H Griffiths

A O’Toole
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Joke of the week: ‘Why did
the student eat his
homework?
Because the teacher told
him it was a piece of cake!
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